Rocky Roar Newspaper Publication Cycle Grading Packet
My Name: ___________________________________________
My Staff Position: _____________________________________
Issue/Cycle: _______________
**PowerSchool weighted grade categories in Italics**

□ Completed and submitted monthly Annotated Article assignment (10%, “Labs”)
□ Completed and submitted Planning Sheet (20%, “Classwork”)
□ Deadline #1 (Lead Paragraph) uploaded to Teams (30%, “Projects”)
Deadline Date: __________________
□ Completed interview(s)/uploaded interview notes to Teams (or submitted paper notes of interview)
(20%, “Classwork”)
□ Deadline #2 (Full Length Rough Draft) uploaded to Teams (30%, “Projects”)
Deadline Date: __________________
□ Completed/submitted Rough Draft Editing Sheet (20%, “Classwork”) w/ Editor and EIC sign-off and applied
necessary revisions to article
□ Deadline #3 (Final Draft) uploaded to Teams (30%, “Projects”)
Deadline Date: ___________________
□ Helped distribute new issue of the Rocky Roar to RMHS (Service Points)
□ Completed/submitted Post-Production Reflection (20%, “Classwork”)
□ Self-assessed article using Reporter Evaluation Rubric (40%, Quality Assessment) and submitted
□ Completed Newspaper Publication Cycle Staff Assignment Evaluation reflection question for the publication
cycle and submitted for review by EIC (40%, Quality Assessment)
□ Continued work on Service Points (Make sure completed tasks are logged and signed off by EIC)

(40%, Quality Assessment)
□ Completed work on any other miscellaneous assignments/tasks/projects:
_________________________________________________

ANNOTATED ARTICLE ASSIGNMENT
Directions: Select a non-fiction article that you find interesting (MIN: 400 words). After reading the article one time, go back through
it and complete the annotations listed below. Then, answer the response questions. Attach your annotated article to this grading packet
and submit by the due date.

Annotation Directions: Mark the article according to the following specifics. There must be evidence of all annotations in order to
receive full credit.
Make a note next to any images or graphics as to their purpose. For instance, a picture of the subject of a feature helps the
audience identify the person and care more about them while a picture of the damage after the storm would be to visually demonstrate
the information presented. If there is not an image or graphic, explain in question #3 how including an image would improve the
writing.
Highlight or underline the most “quotable” quote from the article. Make a note next to it, in the margins, why this quote in
particular stood out to you.
Circle any words that could be considered editorializing. Editorializing: make comments or express opinions rather than just report
the news. Ex.) “The crowed screamed excitedly,” vs. “The crowed shouted and stamped their feet.” (OPINION VS. OBSERVATION)
Response Questions: Answer the following questions in complete sentences.

1. How did the writer create interest in the article through the headline?

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. How did the writer create their personal journalistic style? Consider their word choice, use of figurative language, personal insight,
sentence structure, and tone.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. How were photography and graphics used to assist the writing? If none were used, explain how a photo or graphic would assist the
writing.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Which of following criteria created relevancy for the article: proximity, prominence, timeliness, human interest, oddity, novelty, or
consequence? Explain your choice.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________/20 points
“Classwork” in PowerSchool

Directions: Fill out this sheet when you get your new story
assignment and turn in by the end of the class period.
Story Assignment: _________________________________
The Lead - The 5 W’s and 1 H
Who? ___________________________________________
What? ___________________________________________
When? ___________________________________________
Where? ___________________________________________
Why? _____________________________________________
How? _____________________________________________

Why will readers be interested in reading this piece? Examine the 8 News Values and identify at
least one. Briefly explain:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Interview Questions
(Remember to use open-ended questions; add more as needed)
1. ___________________________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________________________
4. ___________________________________________________________________________
5. ___________________________________________________________________________
6. ___________________________________________________________________________
7. ___________________________________________________________________________

________/20 points

Issue/Cycle # ____________________

“Classwork” in
PowerSchool, 20% of
overall grade

Directions: Reflect on the latest issue/cycle of the “Rocky Roar” below.

Each question is worth 4 pts and requires a short paragraph response for full credit.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Newspaper Publication Cycle Staff Assignment Evaluation (50 pts)
Issue/Cycle: _____________

The process of the newsmagazine incorporates mainly the following:
•

•

•

Ability to effectively research and
choose what information is most
helpful/interesting
Awareness of who to interview and
what questions to ask, as well as
mastering the art of conversation
while interviewing and choosing the
most impactful parts to include as
quotes

•
•

•

Organization to form an effective
outline and draft
Attention to detail regarding
formatting and organization
Awareness of problems or issues
that may arise and ability to prepare
for those
Ability to collaborate with editors and
staffers throughout the process

•

•

•

Understanding of editor/staffer
feedback and implementation of said
feedback to improve story
Quality of end-product
Time management skills regarding
both knowing how long something
might take, making time for the task,
and giving the appropriate amount of
time to focus on that task

SELF-REFLECTION (Staff Member Completes): Given these, reflect on which areas are your strengths and weaknesses.
Differentiate between that which is difficult as a skill and that which is difficult because of personal decisions/time management for this
issue/cycle. Describe/reflect upon any improvements you have made in the above areas. 3-4 sentences MINIMUM. 10 points possible.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Job Completion Rubric (EIC or Adviser Completes)
Categories
Organization

Advanced

Proficient

Basic

Below Basic

10

8

5

0-4

Formed an effective outline,

Formed a mostly effective

Formed some (but not all) of

Did not turn in assigned

draft and final draft and kept

outline, draft and final draft

an outline, draft and final draft

materials or missing many

assigned job description

and kept assigned job

and was unorganized in many

elements/missed deadline.

materials organized.

description materials

aspects. Incomplete job

Incomplete job assignment

organized.

assignment materials.

materials.

Time

Used time effectively to

Mostly used time effectively to

Did not use time effectively,

Did not use time effectively,

Management

meet deadlines, collaborate,

meet deadlines, collaborate,

but still met deadlines,

missed deadlines w/o an

complete job and contribute

complete job and contribute to

collaborated, mostly finished

alternate plan, did not

to the issue.

the issue.

job and contributed to issue.

collaborate, did not finish job.

Journalism

Demonstrated substantial

Demonstrated proficient

Demonstrated an

Demonstrated an

Knowledge &

knowledge of journalism to

knowledge of journalism to

underdeveloped knowledge of

underdeveloped knowledge of

contribute to the paper’s

contribute to the paper’s

journalism that needs some

journalism that needs much

success for the issue.

success for the issue.

improvement to contribute to

improvement to contribute to

the issue.

the issue.

Ethics

Collaborative

Worked well within the staff

Mostly worked well within the

Had many difficulties working

Had many difficulties working

Effort

hierarchy to contribute to

staff hierarchy to contribute to

within the staff hierarchy for

within the staff hierarchy for

the paper’s success. Able to

the paper’s success. Able to

the issue. Had difficulty

the issue. Inability to

troubleshoot and solve

troubleshoot and solve

troubleshooting and solving

troubleshoot, solve problems

problems.

problems with guidance and

problems and/or did not ask

or ask for help and needs

help.

for help when needed.

improvement ASAP.

Score

____
/10

____/
10
____/
10

____/
10

____/40 points possible

